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Abstract. Due to the soft and flexible structure, lipid molecule forms various shapes such as
micelle, bilayer and vesicle. In these systems, since the spherical micelle can be applied to the
application of drag delivery system, the analysis of detailed structure and dynamics of the micelle
is important. In this study, we carried out molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the spherical
micelles dimer in water solvent to investigate the dynamical structure and correlated motion of
the micelle dimer. The MD simulations were run under the constant NPT and NVT conditions
with periodic boundary. We adopted the ASIC analysis, which is based on the aperture, symmetry, isotropy, and compactness of the micelle structure to analyze the shape fluctuations for each
micelle. From this analysis, we show the stability and correlated motion of spherical micelle and
investigate the patterns of synchronization motions between micelle dimer. The mutual fluctuations
were periodically shown in the constant NVT simulation, implying that the existence of synchronization phenomena between micelle dimer.
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1

Introduction

Biological phospholipids show a self-assembly processes to form a certain aggregate such as micelles,
vesicles, and membranes. In these systems, the micelle is an aggregate of surfactant molecules in
aqueous solution. The micelle is formed by the competition between the hydrophobic and the
electrostatic interactions of lipid molecule. The shape of micelle also depends on the molar density
of lipid in aqueous solution. In the high lipid density condition, the lipid molecule aggregates so
as to direct the head group of lipid to each other and forms the inverse micelle.
Because of the soft and flexible structure, the structure (shape and size) of micelle fluctuates
in aqueous solution and depends on both the component of the surfactant molecule and solution
conditions such as the temperature and presence of impurities [1]. Also, it forms various structures
such as the spherical, cylindrical, and rod-like structure. In these structures, because the spherical
micelle structure is relatively stable in aqueous solution, the spherical micelle is expected to apply
to drag delivery system.
In the previous research [2], four structural parameters, aperture A, symmetry S, isotropy I,
and compactness C (ASIC), were introduced to investigate the shape uctuation of micelle system.
From the analysis of ASIC parameters at each time step, the structural fluctuation and correlated
motion of the micelle were shown in detail. This analysis clearly showed the correlation between
the isotropy I and compactness C. This technique could be expanded for other cases in biological
dynamics. Other valuable informations can be shown by combining with the other parameters. In
other research [3], the synchronization motion in mutual micelle clusters were implied in aqueous
solution. Based on the previous research, it should be interesting to investigate the dynamical
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(a) Chemical Structure of POPC

(b) POPC Spherical Micelle

(c) Spherical Micelles in Boxwater
Figure 1: Initial Condition

structure and the synchronization motion in mutual clusters such as two spherical micelles. Thermodynamic conditions will also be studied to figure out the effects on lipids dynamics. Our goal
is to find out whether the dynamics of both micelle have any correlation. In this study, we thus
carried out molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the spherical micelle dimer in water solvent
to reveal the dynamical structure and correlated motion of the micelle dimer system. We analyze
the fluctuation of the spherical micelle by the ASIC analysis and investigate the synchronization
motion between micelle dimer by the time correlation analysis.

2
2.1

Computational Methods
Initial Structure

In this study, we used 8 POPC (1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-phosphatidycholine) lipids for each micelle.
Figure 1 (a) shows the structure of POPC lipid. The POPC lipid has two hydrocarbon chains
and one phosphatidylcholine (PC) head group [4]. The initial coordinates of the micelle dimer and
water molecule were placed in the MD box by Packmol program [5]. The 11,326 TIP3P water were
filled in the MD box (8.2 × 15.8 × 8.2 nm). Figure 1(c) shows the snapshot of initial structure of
micelle dimer in the MD box.

2.2

Molecular Dynamics Simulation

In this study, two molecular dynamics simulations under the constant NPT and NVT conditions
were carried out by NAMD 2.7b3 program package. We used the CHARMm36 force field [6] and
TIP3P model for the POPC and water molecule, respectively. The periodic boundary condition
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(a) After 10 ns NPT simulation

(b) After 10 ns NVT simulation
Figure 2: Final Snapshot

was applied to the MD box, and the particle mesh Ewald (PME) method was adopted for the
electrostatic interaction. The cutoff length for nonbond interaction in real space was 12 Å [7].
The constant NPT simulation is used for the system equilibrium. The MD box decreased until
5.85 × 11.11 × 5.84 nm after 10 ns. The length of MD box fluctuated 0.36% during the simulation.
We conformed the micelle dimer sufficiently equilibrated in 10 ns. After 10 ns, the MD simulation
was continued to the constant NVT simulation for 10 ns. The effects due to the difference of the
MD conditions on structural and dynamical behavior of micelle dimer are also investigated in this
study. Both MD simulations were run under the constant temperature (T=300 K). Figure 2 shows
the last snapshots of micelle dimer for each simulation at 10 ns.

3
3.1

Analysis
ASIC analysis

In this study, the ASIC analysis was adopted to investigate the dynamical structure and correlated motion of the POPC spherical micelle dimer [2]. The ASIC analysis gives four structural
parameters, aperture A, symmetry S, isotropy I, and compactness C of the micelle system. Each
~
parameter can be calculated by using the defined vectors ~r1 (t), ~r2 (t) and R(t)
in the POPC lipid.
The vector ~r1 (t) is applied for the unsaturated acyl chain, the vector ~r2 (t) is applied for the sat~
urated acyl chain, and the vector R(t)
is given by averaging the vectors ~r1 (t) and ~r2 (t). The
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time-dependent ASIC parameters are expressed as following equations;
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where, N is the total number of lipids in a micelles. We analyze the flexibility of micelle by
assessing these ASIC parameters at each MD time steps. The detailed dynamics information
about the dynamics of spherical micelles can be obtained by these four parameters.

3.2

Time correlation and delayed time analysis

The time correlation analysis was performed to investigate the correlated motion between micelle
dimer in water solvent. The relaxation properties of micelle structure were evaluated by using
time correlation function (TCF). The TCF is one of the most common tools to analyze the timedependent properties of physical variable and is useful to investigate the dynamics of micelle
structure. The relaxation of structural parameter is estimated by the sufficient statistical average
of the time series of structural parameter. The time-correlation function (TCF) of variable A(t) is
defined as following equation;
Z T −τ
1
CAA (dτ ) =
A(t) · A(t + τ )dt,
(5)
T −τ 0
where τ is lag time[8]. This equation is the same as the form of auto-correlation function, when
the A(t) and A(t + τ ) are the same variable, whereas the cross-correlation function correlation is
defined by the two different variables. For example, the time correlation of dynamical properties
A(t) and B(t) is expressed as
Z T −τ
1
CAB (dτ ) =
A(t) · B(t + τ )dt.
(6)
T −τ 0
Delayed time analysis was evaluated by calculating the direction correlation between the micelle
~
~
dimer [3]. From the Eq.2, we dene symmetry vector S(t),
by using the vector R(t).
The direction
correlation (DC) is expressed by following equation;
Dcij (t, t0 ) =

~i (t) · S
~j (t0 )
S
.
~i (t)||S
~j (t0 )|
|S

(7)

This analysis gives the degree of parallel between the ith and j th micelle. When the DC equals
to 1, the micelle dimer should have parallel orientation. Conversely, when the DC equals to -1,
the micelle dimer are in antiparallel condition. This analysis can be applied to investigate the
synchronization motion between micelle dimer.
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Figure 3: Time (ns) vs RMSD (nm2 )

Figure 4: Time (ns) vs Distance (nm)

4

Results and Discussion

From each MD simulation, we obtained trajectories of micelle dimer in water solvent. Here, we
simply call those micelles as the micelle 1 and micelle 2. We first calculated the root mean square
displacement (RMSD) of each micelle to assess the equilibrium of the system during the simulations.
The observed RMSD in the constant NPT and NVT simulation is shown in Figure 3. The results
showed that the structures of both micelles in the constant NPT condition were equilibrated after
5 ns. However in NVT simulation, the RMSD of micelle 1 increased after 5 ns, showing the large
displacement of micelle 1 in the system.
Figure 4 shows the distance between the center of mass of each micelle. We found that the
micelles were getting closer to each other, and then went back to the initial distance in the constant
NPT MD simulation. In NVT simulation, the observed micelle distance was found to be flctuated
around the 5.5 nm. This difference could be cased by the difference of simulation conditions; the
fluctuation of MD box possibly affects the dynamics of micelle. The distance between micelle dimer
in NVT simulation was found to be larger than that in NPT simulation.
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Figure 5: Time (ns) vs ASIC-NPT plotted every 20 ps

Figure 5 and 6 shows the observed ASIC parameters as a function of MD time steps. We found
that the structural parameter of micelle A, I and C were high values whereas S showed low value
in both constant NPT and NVT condition. In the constant NVT condition, the ASIC parameters
were found to fluctuate around average values. In NPT simulation, the motion of lipid chain tail
are more exible than in NVT simulation, because it has wider range of A-uctuation. However, the
constant NVT simulation shows a higher A value. In the symmetry parameter S, the micelle 2
was more symmetric than micelle 1 in NPT simulation, whereas the opposite symmetry character
was shown in NVT simulation. We also found that the most symmetric structure was micelle 2 in
NPT ensemble. Figure 5 shows that the micelle 2 reached nearly zero at some points, indicating
that the micelle 2 has sufficient symmetry at these time steps.
Some interesting results were shown in the parameters of isotropy I and compactness C. In
NPT simulation, the highest (or the lowest) I was exactly shown at the same time when the
parameter C showed the highest (or the lowest) value. This implies that there is a correlation
between the isotropy I and compactness C. We also found that both micelles have quite similar
distribution of C fluctuation in NPT simulation.
To reveal the correlation between micelle dimer and the correlation in themself, the time correlation were calculated by using Eq. (5) and (6). The observed TCF are shown in Figure 7. The
observed TCF of micelle 1 in the constant NPT simulation monotonically decrease value in first 3
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Figure 6: Time (ns) vs ASIC-NVT plotted every 20 ps

ns, implying the relaxation of TCF of each micelle in this time. However, further statistic average
should be taken for the clear this relaxation property. On the other hand, in the constant NVT
simulation, we did not see the usual relaxation in each micelle in this time range. This implies the
there is no correlation in each micelle. The larger correlation time or sufficient statistic average
should be used for the observation of relaxation of the TCF.
The direction correlation was estimated by Eq. 7. The calculated DC in the constant NPT
and NVT condition are shown in Figure 8. We found that the observed correlation values sometimes show parallel direction. The probability distribution of DC in the constant NPT simulation
shows that the peak of distribution appears around zero. However, in NVT simulation, mutual
fluctuations were shown at many times, suggesting that two micelles have the similar orientation
during the simulation.
Figure 9 shows the calculated direction correlation with delayed time of 1 ns. In this figure,
the direction correlation was plotted with gray scaled color; DC = 1 was represented as white
color, and DC = 1 was represented as black color. Mutual fluctuations periodically occur in NVT
simulation. On the other hand, there are unsmooth patterns at several times. This result shows
that the dynamics of each micelle are correctively oscillated in this period of time, indicating the
synchronization motion of micelle dimer.
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Figure 7: Autocorrelation of Symmetry

Figure 8: Direction correlation at the same time

5

Summary

We have carried out the molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of the micelle dimer in water solvent
to investigate the dynamical structure and correlation motion of the micelle system. We found
that the structure of micelle was randomly fluctuated during MD time steps. The simulation also
showed the sufficient correlation between the isotropy and compactness of micelle structure. We
analyzed the time correlation function of each micelle in both constant NPT and NVT simulations
and showed the difference of relaxation of symmetry fluctuation of micelle. We however found that
further statistic average should be taken for the clear this relaxation property. In the analysis of
direction correlation between micelle dimer, the dynamics of each micelle were found to be oscillated correctively in the period of time, indicating the synchronization motion of micelle dimer. In
the future, it is interesting to investigate another method to reveal the existence of synchronization. Furthermore, the concepts of limit cycle and synchronization might help us to analyze the
phenomena of synchronization.
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Figure 9: Color-mapped of DC with delayed time 1 ns
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